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The potent new antiviral inhibitor GRL-98065 (1) of HIV-1 protease (PR) has been studied with PR variants
containing the single mutations D30N, I50V, V82A, and I84V that provide resistance to the major clinical
inhibitors. Compound1 had inhibition constants of 17-fold, 8-fold, 3-fold, and 3-fold, respectively, for
PRD30N, PRI50V, PRV82A, and PRI84V relative to wild type PR. The chemically related darunavir had similar
relative inhibition, except for PRD30N, where inhibitor1 was approximately 3-fold less potent. The high
resolution (1.11-1.60 Å) crystal structures of PR mutant complexes with inhibitor1 showed small changes
relative to the wild type enzyme. PRD30N and PRV82A showed compensating interactions with inhibitor1
relative to those of PR, while reduced hydrophobic contacts were observed with PRI50V and PRI84V.
Importantly, inhibitor1 complexes showed fewer changes relative to wild type enzyme than reported for
darunavir complexes. Therefore, inhibitor1 is a valuable addition to the antiviral inhibitors with high potency
against resistant strains of HIV.

Introduction

Highly active antiretroviral therapy (HAARTa), consisting of
a combination of drugs that inhibit the HIV-1 protease (PR) or
the reverse transcriptase, has provided an effective treatment
for AIDS.1-3 However, the success of long-term therapy is
limited by the rapid emergence of drug resistance.4 Resistance
to antiviral PR inhibitors arises by distinct mutations in the PR
gene.5-7 Many of these mutations provide resistance by altering
the amino acid residues forming the inhibitor binding site of
the PR and, thus, reducing the affinity for the inhibitor. Most
of the current drugs show significantly reduced inhibition of
PR with such resistant mutations. Therefore, new antiviral
inhibitors are being developed.8 One successful approach is to
design inhibitors that provide more interactions with the main
chain atoms of PR.9 These interactions cannot easily be changed
by mutation. Such new nonpeptide inhibitors, like the recently
FDA-approved darunavir (TMC-114), have already demon-
strated success in clinical trials in treating infections with
resistant virus.

PR mutations observed in resistant HIV include D30N, I50V,
V82A, and I84V, which individually provide high levels of
resistance to the major clinical inhibitors. These four mutations
alter residues forming the binding site for peptide substrates or

inhibitors. Previously, we have analyzed the effect of darunavir
on the structure and inhibition of PR with each of these
mutations.10,11Darunavir showed lower affinity for PR with the
D30N and I50V mutations. The mutation D30N, which removes
the negative charge of the amino acid side chain, is selected
frequently in clinical isolates on exposure to nelfinavir.12 PRD30N

showed altered activity for different substrates compared to wild
type PR.13 Crystal structures of PRD30N with different inhibitors
have shown changes in the position of the side chain of residue
30.10,14Asp30 forms hydrogen bond interactions with the aniline
group of darunavir. In the D30N mutant, these direct interactions
were replaced by a weaker water-mediated hydrogen bond
interaction, in agreement with the 30-fold weaker inhibition of
darunavir for PRD30N compared to wild type PR. Mutation I50V
is very common on exposure to amprenavir,15 the drug that is
chemically most related to darunavir. I50V also confers
resistance to darunavir.16 Our structural analysis showed that
PRI50V has reduced interactions with the aniline group of
darunavir consistent with a 9-fold worse inhibition. Mutations
V82A and I84V are observed with all the clinical inhibitors.7

These mutations had smaller structural changes in the interac-
tions with darunavir and little change in the inhibition relative
to wild type PR.

Compound 1 [(1R,5S,6R)-2,8-dioxabicyclo[3.3.0]oct-6-yl]
N-[(2S,3R)-4-[(3,4-methylenedioxyphenyl)sulfonyl-(2-methyl-
propyl)amino]-3-hydroxy-1-phenyl-butan-2-yl] carbamate (Fig-
ure 1) is a potent new antiviral inhibitor derived from darunavir
in which the aniline group has been replaced by a 1,3-
benzodioxole group.9,17 This chemical change is expected to
alter the affinity of the compound, especially for mutants PRD30N

and PRI50V, because the aniline group of darunavir interacts with
Asp30 and Ile50. However, crystal structures show that many
of the HIV PR interactions are similar for inhibitor1 and
darunavir.17 The antiviral data show that inhibitor1 is highly
potent against HIV-infected cells with IC50 values of 0.2-0.5
nM compared to 3 nM for darunavir and has minimal cytotox-
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icity.9,17 Here, the structures and in vitro inhibition data are
reported for inhibitor 1 and PR variants with the single
substitutions D30N, I50V, V82A, and I84V. Inhibitor1 and
darunavir showed very similarin Vitro inhibition of PR, PRV82A,
and PRI84V and slightly worse inhibition of PRD30N and PRI50V

relative to PR. Therefore, inhibitor1 is likely to be as effective
as darunavir in treating many resistant variants of HIV.

Results

Inhibition of HIV PR and the Mutants PR V82A, PRI84V,
PRD30N, and PRI50V by Inhibitor 1. The inhibition constants
of inhibitor 1 against PR and the drug-resistant mutants PRD30N,

PRI50V, PRV82A, and PRI84V were measured using the fluores-
cence substrate RE(Edans)SQNY*PIVRK(Dabcyl)R,18 an ana-
log of the MA-CA cleavage site in the Gag-Pol polyprotein.
The kinetic parameters of these mutants for hydrolysis of the
fluorescence substrate have been reported in ref 10. As shown
in Table 1, wild type PR had an essentially identical inhibition
constant of 0.3 nM for inhibitor1 and darunavir. Moreover,

inhibitor 1 and darunavir had similar relative inhibition of 1.6-
to 3-fold for PRV82A and PRI84V relative to PR. PRD30N and
PRI50V had higherKi values of 17- and 8-fold relative to PR for
inhibitor 1, compared with 6-fold and 4-fold for darunavir.
Inhibitor 1 and darunavir showed the same order of relative
inhibition of PR> PRV82A ∼ PRI84V > PRI50V > PRD30N.

Description of the High-Resolution Crystal Structures.The
crystal structures of the drug-resistant mutants PRD30N, PRI50V,

PRV82A, and PRI84V have been determined in their complexes
with the new antiviral inhibitor1 at resolutions of 1.11-1.35
Å (Figure 1). The crystallographic statistics are summarized in
Table 2. The wild type PR complex was described briefly in
ref 17. Each crystallographic asymmetric unit contains a dimer
with the residues numbered 1-99 and 1′-99′. Three structures
were determined in the space groupP21212 and the PRV82A

complex was solved in theP212121 space group. The structures
were refined toR-factors of 0.13-0.16, including solvent
molecules, anisotropicB-factors, and hydrogen atoms. These
high-resolution crystal structures showed clear electron density
for all the protease atoms, the inhibitor, and the solvent
molecules. Overall, the mutant structures were very similar to
the wild type complex, with rms deviations of 0.21-0.22 Å
for the main atoms of the structures in the same space group
(P21212), and 0.63 Å for the PRV82A/inhibitor 1 complex in the
space groupP212121, due to the differences in lattice packing
in the two space groups.

The averageB-factors were low for protein and inhibitor
atoms. The higher resolution structures showed lower average
B-factors. In particular, the PRV82A complex had the lowest
B-factors for protein main-chain and side-chain atoms of 7.9
Å2 and 11.6 Å2, respectively, compared to the values of about
15 Å2 to 20 Å2 for the other structures. The inhibitor atoms
also showed the lowest averageB-factors for the PRV82A

complex: 7.2 Å2 compared to 11.7-12.3 Å2 for the others. The
averageB-factors of the solvent molecules depend on the quality
of the data as well as the number of solvent molecules included
in refinement. The higher resolution data also provide better
quality electron density maps in which more ordered solvent
molecules are visible. The solvent atoms for the complexes with
PRI50V and PRV82A showed lower averageB-factors of 17.1 Å2

and 19.3 Å2, respectively, compared to 27.4-35.0 Å2 for the
other structures.

Residues with Alternate Conformations.Alternate confor-
mations were observed in all the crystal structures. Inhibitor1
was bound in two conformations in all structures in the space
group P21212 with relative occupancy of 0.6/0.4, although it
had a single conformation in the PRV82A complex in space group
P212121 (Figure 2). Alternate conformations were observed for
the main chain atoms of residues 3-5 in PRV82A, as noted
previously in complexes PRV82A/darunavir [PDB code 2IDW]11

and PR/JE-2147 [PDB code 1KZK].19 There were 23 residues
with two alternate conformations modeled for the side chains
in PR, 23 for mutant PRD30N, 29 for PRI50V, 22 for PRV82A, and
25 for PRI84V. A similar pattern of the residues with alternate
conformations was observed for the four structures (PR, PRI84V,
PRD30N, and PRI50V) in the same space group. Surface residues,
especially charged residues with longer side-chains, such as
arginine and lysine, showed more flexibility and were observed
with more alternate conformations. However, several internal
hydrophobic residues, such as Leu23, Ile33′, and Leu97/97′,
had two alternate conformations. The side-chains of several
residues located close to the inhibitor, Arg8, Asp30, Ile50,
Pro81, Val82, and Ile84, showed alternate conformations in at
least one subunit, as reported for darunavir complexes.11

Figure 1. Structures of (A) inhibitor1 (GRL-98065), (B) darunavir
(TMC-114), and (C) PR dimer indicating location of mutations. The
backbone of one subunit is shown as pink ribbons, with the sites of
mutation (D30N, I50V, V82A, and I84V) indicated by magenta side
chains, while the other subunit is colored in light cyan with mutation
sites in darker cyan. Only one subunit is labeled. Inhibitor1 is colored
by atom type.

Table 1. Inhibition Data

protease
Ki (nM) (relative)

inhibitor 1
Ki (nM) (relative)

darunavir

PR 0.27( 0.06 (1) 0.34( 0.08 (1)
PRD30N 4.6( 0.7 (17) 1.9( 0.3 (5.5)
PRI50V 2.1( 0.4 (8) 1.3( 0.3 (3.9)
PRV82A 0.80( 0.06 (3) 0.54( 0.04 (1.6)
PRI84V 0.85( 0.15 (3.2) 0.56( 0.10 (1.7)
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Alternate conformations were observed at the sites of mutation
in most structures, except for PRV82A, which had a single
conformation for residues 30, 50, 82, and 84 in both subunits.
The side chain of residue 30 had alternate conformations in the
structures of PRD30N and PRI50V. The side chain of Val 82 had
alternate conformations in both subunits of all structures, except
for PRV82A. The side chain of Ile 84 had alternate conformations
in the structure of PRI50V, while Ile/Val 84′ had alternate
conformations in all structures, except for PRV82A. The main
chain atoms of residues 50 and 50′ had alternate conformations
in four structures, while the side chain of Ile 50′ had alternate
conformations in the PRI84V structure.

Solvent Molecules in the Crystals.The high quality of the
diffraction data for the structures allowed the modeling of many
solvent molecules. The structures were modeled with more than
130 water molecules, ions, and other small molecules from the
crystallization solutions, including many with partial occupancy,
depending on the shape of the electron density and the
interactions with other molecules. Sodium, chloride, and acetate
ions were modeled in PR, PRI84V, PRD30N, and PRI50V com-
plexes, while phosphate, glycerol, and DMSO molecules were
fitted to density in the PRV82A structure. The sodium ion was
identified for the first time in the PR and PRI84V complexes
with darunavir11 and illustrated in ref 10, although there was
strong evidence in other published structures that some water

molecules should be identified as Na+ (such as PDB code
1KZK, 1SDT, and 1SDV). The sodium ion was recognized
initially by the abnormally lowB-factor and positive peak when
water was refined at that site and then confirmed by the six
octahedral oxygen donors at the mean distance of 2.42 Å.
Valence calculations suggested that the atom was either a
sodium or calcium ion,20 and only sodium was present in the
crystallization conditions. The PR, PRD30N, PRI50V, and PRI84V

structures in space groupP21212 each contain one sodium ion.
HIV-1 Protease Interactions with Inhibitor 1. The numer-

ous protease-inhibitor interactions include strong hydrogen
bonds, weaker C-H‚‚‚O contacts, C-H‚‚‚π contacts, and the
weakest van der Waals contacts, such as C-H‚‚‚H-C, as
described for darunavir complexes.21 Polar interactions are
important for ligand binding to the PR. Ten direct hydrogen
bonds, three water-mediated hydrogen bond interactions, and
five C-H‚‚‚O interactions with main chain atoms were observed
between the major conformation of inhibitor1 and the PR
(Figure 3A). The inhibitor hydroxyl group formed hydrogen
bonds with all four carboxylate oxygens of the catalytic Asp
25 and 25′ with distances of 2.7, 2.4, 3.2, and 2.8 Å, which is
likely to mimic the interactions of the tetrahedral transition state
of the proteolytic reaction. At one end of the inhibitor, the two
oxygen atoms of the bis-THF group formed three hydrogen
bonds with the main-chain amides of Asp 29′ and Asp 30′, and
there is a C-H‚‚‚O interaction with Gly 48′. At the other end
of the inhibitor, one of the two oxygen atoms in the 1,3-
benzodioxole group interacted with the main-chain amide and
the side-chain carboxylate oxygen of Asp 30. The polar
interaction with the carboxylate side chain of Asp 30 appeared
to be similar to the proton-mediated interaction observed
between the carboxylate side chains of Asp 30 and Glu atP2′
in peptide analogs.14 The other oxygen atom of the 1,3-
benzodioxole group showed a water-mediated interaction with
the amide of Gly 48 in the flap. The 1,3-benzodioxole group
had a C-H‚‚‚O interaction with Gly 48, C-H‚‚‚π contacts with
Ala 28, Val 32, and Ile 50′, and a water-mediated interaction
with amide of Asp 29. TheP1′ side chain had a C-H‚‚‚O
interaction with the carbonyl oxygen of Gly 27, while the
nitrogen next to theP1 phenyl group of the inhibitor formed a

Table 2. Data Collection and Refinement Statistics

PRD30N PRI50V PRV82A PRI84V

space group P21212 P21212 P212121 P21212

Unit Cell Dimensions: (Å)
a 58.42 58.29 50.88 58.42
b 86.23 86.23 58.15 86.18
c 46.01 46.01 62.11 45.99
resolution range (Å) 50-1.20 50-1.28 50-1.11 50-1.35
unique reflections 73,411 60,638 73,051 51,903
Rmerge(%) overall (final shell) 8.9 (36.8) 7.7 (41.1) 8.6 (23.0) 5.1 (30.8)
I/σ(I) overall (final shell) 14.7 (2.3) 11.9 (2.2) 18.2 (4.0) 17.3 (4.7)
completeness (%) overall (final shell) 89.0 (51.0) 89.5 (59.3) 97.4 (80.3) 98.5 (86.6)
data range for refinement (Å) 10-1.20 10-1.28 10-1.11 10-1.35
R (%) 16.1 15.8 13.0 13.3
Rfree (%) 19.5 20.2 16.3 17.5
No. of solvent atoms (total occupancies) 161.4 136.3 186.3 192.8

RMS Deviation from Ideality
bonds (Å) 0.013 0.012 0.015 0.012
angle distance (Å) 0.034 0.031 0.033 0.032
averageB-factors (Å2)
main-chain atoms 15.4 15.1 7.9 14.7
side-chain atoms 20.1 19.2 11.6 18.6
inhibitor 11.8 12.3 7.2 11.3
solvent 35.0 17.1 19.3 27.4
residual density (max/min) (eÅ-3) 0.41/-0.33 0.39/-0.32 0.65/-0.43 0.41/-0.32
relative occupancy of inhibitor1 0.6/0.4 0.6/0.4 1.0 0.6/0.4

Figure 2. Electron density map for inhibitor1 in complex with PRV82A.
The omit Fo-Fc map, usingFc calculated without inhibitor1, is
contoured at 8.5σ level. Inhibitor1 had a single conformation.
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hydrogen bond with the carbonyl oxygen of Gly 27′. The phenyl
group has C-H‚‚‚π contacts with Pro 81, Val 82, and Gly 49′.
The flexible PR flaps were stabilized by the C-H‚‚‚O interac-
tions of Gly 48 and 48′ with the inhibitor. A water molecule
(H2OA) linked the amides of Ile 50 and 50′ in the flaps with the
carbonyl oxygen and one of the sulfonamide oxygen atoms of
inhibitor 1. This water is conserved in all structures of PR with
inhibitors/substrates,22 except for those urea-based inhibitors
designed explicitly to substitute for this water.23-25 Equivalent
hydrogen bond interactions were observed for the minor
conformation of the inhibitor except for one water-mediated
hydrogen bond. The water H2OB formed interactions connecting
oxygen in the 1,3-benzodioxole group of inhibitor1 with the
amide of Gly 48′. This hydrogen bond was longer and, therefore,
weaker for the major conformation of the inhibitor (3.5 Å) than
for the minor one (3.0 Å). Also, the minor conformation of
inhibitor 1 formed additional C-H‚‚‚π contacts between the
phenyl group and Leu 23′ and Ile 84′ compared to those of the
major conformation.

Comparison of the PR Interactions with Inhibitor 1 and
Darunavir. It is important to compare the details of the PR
interactions with inhibitor1 to those of the chemically related

darunavir. The chemical difference is that theP2′ aniline group
of darunavir has been replaced by the 1,3-benzodioxole group
in inhibitor 1 (Figure 1). The atoms of the two inhibitors
(excluding the differentP2′ groups) superimpose with a rmsd
of 0.16 Å for the major conformation and 0.23 Å for the minor
conformation. Therefore, the inhibitor structures are very similar
for the equivalent atoms. Inhibitor1 and darunavir formed very
similar hydrogen bond, C-H‚‚‚O, and C-H‚‚‚π interactions
with the PR; the interatomic distances are almost identical.
However, the interactions of the chemically distinctP2′ groups
differ as shown in Figure 3B. The three direct hydrogen bonds
formed by the aniline group of darunavir to Asp 30 were
substituted by the two direct hydrogen bonds and one water-
mediated interaction of the 1, 3-benzodioxole group of inhibitor
1 with Gly 48 (Figure 3B). Importantly, darunavir had no
equivalent interaction with the flap residue Gly 48. The
interaction of inhibitor1 with Gly 48 may stabilize the flexible
flap region, as observed for the peptide substrates. Both
inhibitors share very similar hydrophobic groups and form
similar hydrophobic interactions with PR. PR/inhibitor1 showed
slightly more van der Waals interactions between the protein
and the inhibitor (100 with distance less than 4.0 Å) than
observed for the PR/darunavir complex (96 with distance less
than 4.0 Å).

Comparison of Inhibitor Interactions in PR and Mutants.
Overall, inhibitor1 formed similar hydrogen bond interactions
in the four mutant complexes and in the wild type PR complex,
with the exception of PRD30N (Figure 4). Generally, the mutants
showed altered hydrophobic contacts of inhibitor with the
mutated residues. The significance of the small structural
differences in the mutant complexes relative to wild type PR
are best demonstrated in comparison to the changes described
for the same mutant complexes with darunavir.10,11 Both
inhibitor 1 and darunavir showed similar hydrogen bond
interactions with PR, PRV82A, and PRI84V, while small differ-
ences were observed for the other two mutants (Figure 4). The
interactions of each mutant will be considered separately.

The complex with PRV82A had a single conformation of
inhibitor and Ala 82, whereas Val 82 and inhibitor1 had two
alternate conformations in the other structures. The side chain
of Val 82 in the PR/inhibitor1 structure formed 3 C-H‚‚‚π
interactions with the phenyl group atP1 and a van der Waals
contact with theP1′ group. The interactions of Ala 82 in the
mutant are very similar, because the main chain of residue 82
has moved by 0.5 and 0.8 Å for the CR atoms of the two
subunits, respectively, compared to the wild type (Figure 4A,B).
This structural change has repositioned the side chain of Ala
82 to form 3 C-H‚‚‚π interactions with theP1 phenyl and one
van der Waals interaction with theP1′ leucine-like group of
inhibitor. A similar shift of Ala 82 compared to Val 82 was
observed for the corresponding complexes with darunavir11 and
indinavir.26

Reduced van der Waals contacts and loss of a C-H‚‚‚O
interaction were apparent in the PRI84V/inhibitor 1 structure. The
side chain of the mutated Val 84 had one interaction with the
P1 phenyl group, while in the wild type PR/inhibitor1 complex,
Ile 84/84′ had a weak CH‚‚‚O interaction with a sulfonamide
oxygen of inhibitor1 and three hydrophobic contacts with the
phenyl group (Figure 4C). In comparison, Val 84 in the PRI84V/
darunavir structure had lost two contacts for both conformations
of darunavir.11 For both inhibitors, the mutant showed fewer
interactions than in the wild type enzyme.

The mutant PRI50V showed fewer changes in the interactions
with inhibitor 1 than were observed for darunavir. A good

Figure 3. Protease interactions with inhibitor1 and darunavir (A).
Polar interactions of inhibitor1 with PR The major conformation of
inhibitor 1 is shown with interacting PR residues. Water is shown as
red spheres. Hydrogen bond interactions are indicated by dashed lines
and CH‚‚‚O interactions with main chain PR atoms by dotted lines.
The H2OC O-H‚‚‚π interaction with theP2′ aromatic ring is shown as
a gray dotted line. The interactions of the alternate conformation of
inhibitor are essentially the same. (B) Comparison of PR interactions
with inhibitor 1 and darunavir. Carbon atoms in PR/inhibitor1 are
colored in blue and those in PR/darunavir are green. The hydrogen
bond interactions are indicated by the dashed lines, with distances in
Å for the major/minor conformation of inhibitor, and colored blue for
PR/inhibitor 1 and green for PR/darunavir. The dotted line indicates
the water-mediated interaction with a weaker hydrogen bond for the
major conformation.
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hydrophobic C-H‚‚‚π contact of Ile 50/50′ with theP2′ group
of inhibitor 1 was lost in the PRI50V mutant (Figure 4D), which
is similar to the changes observed in the equivalent complexes
with darunavir. The side chain of Val 50 had moved to form a
different C-H‚‚‚O interaction with the sulfonamide oxygen
compared to that in the wild type complex. However, inhibitor
1 retained the strong hydrogen bond interactions of theP2′ group
with Asp 30 in the PRI50V complex, unlike darunavir, where
the interaction with the carbonyl oxygen of Asp 30 was absent
in the mutant complex.10 Therefore, darunavir loses a strong
hydrogen bond interaction in the PRI50V complex, while inhibitor
1 loses an energetically weaker hydrophobic contact.

The most notable differences were observed in the inhibitor
complexes with mutant PRD30N (Figure 4E,F). The structure of
PRD30N/darunavir showed a water-mediated interaction of the

P2′ aniline group with the side chain of Asn 30, instead of the
direct hydrogen bond observed for one conformation of Asp
30 in the wild type PR/darunavir structure.10 In contrast, the
polar interactions of theP2′ 1,3-benzodioxole group of inhibitor
1 with Asn/Asp 30 were similar in PRD30N and in PR for the
major conformations of inhibitor and Asn 30. However, the
minor conformation of the Asn 30 side chain formed a new
hydrogen bond with an oxygen atom of the bis-THF in the minor
conformation of inhibitor1 (Figure 4E). Therefore, the interac-
tions with inhibitor1 were maintained in the mutant and wild
type PR, while darunavir had replaced a direct hydrogen bond
with a water-mediated interaction for one conformation of
Asp 30.

The interactions of inhibitor1 with the mutants may be more
similar to those with the wild type PR due to the water-mediated

Figure 4. Structural changes in mutants compared to wild type PR. The major and minor conformations of side chains in PR are shown in dark
and light gray ball-and-stick, respectively. The alternate conformations in mutant complexes are shown in red and pink, and the alternate conformations
of inhibitor are in blue and cyan. The polar interactions are indicated by the dashed lines, van der Waals interactions by the dotted lines, and
C-H‚‚‚π interactions in dot-and-dash line. The interatomic distances are shown in Å for both subunits. (A) Interactions ofP1 of inhibitor 1 with
residue 82 in PRV82A and PR. The minor conformation of inhibitor1 and alternate conformation of Val82 in PR are omitted for clarity. The shift
in position of CR 82 between PR and mutant is shown in blue dotted lines. (B) Van der Waals interactions ofP1′ in inhibitor 1 with residue 82′
in PRV82A and PR. View and representation are similar to 4A. (C) PRI84V and PR interactions with inhibitor1. (D) PRI50V and PR interactions with
inhibitor 1. Only a single conformation is shown for clarity. (E) PRD30N and PR interactions with inhibitor1. (F) PRD30N and PR interactions with
darunavir.
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interaction with Gly 48, which was not seen in the darunavir
complexes. This interaction with Gly 48 in the flap will stabilize
the closed flap conformation of the protease dimer and more
closely mimics the protease interaction with substrates.27 The
absence of a hydrogen bond interaction of darunavir with Gly
48 may facilitate the observed structural changes in its interac-
tions with mutants PRD30N and PRI50V.

Discussion

In preliminary studies, inhibitor1 has shown extremely potent
antiviral activity on HIV-1.9 Inhibitor 1 showed about 10-fold
higher potency for wild type strains of HIV than the chemically
related darunavir. Moreover, inhibitor1 is also chemically
related to the protease inhibitor brecanavir, which is in phase
III clinical trials.28 Brecanavir differs from inhibitor1 in the
presence of a large substituted tyrosine atP1 instead of theP1
phenyl group. The structural and kinetic analyses are reported
here for inhibitor1, with wild type PR and the drug resistant
mutants PRD30N, PRI50V, PRV82A, and PRI84V. The inhibition
constants and the protease-inhibitor crystal structures showed
relatively small changes compared to the wild type PR, except
for PRD30N. Both PRD30N and PRV82A showed compensating
interactions with inhibitor1 relative to those of PR, while
reduced hydrophobic contacts were observed with PRI50V and
PRI84V. These structural data suggest that inhibitor1 will
maintain inhibitory activity on the resistant variants of HIV
containing these mutations. Importantly, inhibitor1 retained
similar polar interactions with PRD30N and PRI50V, unlike the
significantly reduced interactions and inhibition of darunavir.
Previously, we predicted that darunavir would be less effective
on HIV variants containing the D30N or I50V mutations. Our
crystallographic, kinetic, and antiviral data suggest that inhibitor
1 will be a valuable addition to the antiviral inhibitors with high
potency against resistant strains of HIV. The detailed structural
analysis and very similarKi values for darunavir and inhi-
bitor 1 suggest that the higher antiviral potency of inhibitor1
arises from better bioavailability and/or better pharmacokinetic
behavior.

Experimental Methods

Protein Expression, Purification, and Inhibition Assays.The
HIV-1 PR and mutants, which include five mutations Q7K, L33I,
L63I, C67A, and C95A to optimize protein stability29 were
constructed, expressed, and purified as described in refs 14, 29-
31. Mutations were confirmed by nucleic acid sequencing and
protein mass spectrometry.

The inhibition constants were determined by a fluorescence assay
using the substrate RE(Edans)SQNY*PIVRK(Dabcyl)R (synthe-
sized by Dr. Ivo Blaha, Ferring Leciva, Prague) as described in ref
18. A total of 8µL of protease (final concentration of 7-57 nM)
was added to a 100µL solution of 500 mM phosphate buffer, pH
) 5.6, 1 M NaCl, 2 mM EDTA, and 10 mM dithiothreitol, and
then 2µL of inhibitor was added. The inhibitors were dissolved in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO). Their concentrations were determined
from peak areas on HPLC (LaChrom, Hitachi, Merck) based on
their high structural similarities for amprenavir. The mixture was
preincubated at 37°C for 5 min and 90µL of substrate dissolved
in water (final concentration of 6µM) was then added to the mixture
to initiate the reaction. The reaction solution was assayed over 5
min for the increase in fluorescence using 355 nm excitation and
460 nm emission wavelengths in a Wallac 1420 Victor2 fluorimeter-
luminometer (Wallac Oy, Turku, Finland). Inhibition constants were
obtained from the IC50 values estimated from a dose-response
curve using the equationKi ) (IC50 - 0.5[E])/(1 + [S]/Km), where
[E] and [S] are the PR and substrate concentrations, respectively.

Crystallographic Analysis. The inhibitor 1 was dissolved in
dimethylsulfoxide (DMSO) and centrifuged briefly to remove any

insoluble material. The inhibitor1 was mixed with protease in a
ratio of 2:1 to 5:1. Crystals were grown by the hanging-drop vapor-
diffusion method at room temperature. Crystals of the PRD30N

complex grew from a 2.5 mg/mL protein solution at pH 4.8 with
25 mM sodium acetate, 10% (w/v) sodium chloride, 0.5% dioxane,
and 1.5% (v/v) DMSO. The PRI50V complex crystallized from a
2.3 mg/mL protein solution at pH 4.6 with 25 mM sodium acetate,
9.4% (w/v) sodium chloride, and 6.7% (v/v) DMSO. The PRV82A

complex crystallized from a 3.3 mg/mL protein solution at pH 5.0
with 25 mM citrate phosphate, 10% (w/v) sodium chloride, and
6-7% (v/v) DMSO. Crystals of the PRI84V complex grew from a
2.5 mg/mL protein solution buffered at pH 5.0 with 25 mM sodium
acetate, 8% (w/v) sodium chloride, and 10% (v/v) DMSO.

A single crystal was mounted in a fiber loop with 20-30% (v/
v) glycerol as cryoprotectant in the reservoir solution. X-ray
diffraction data were collected at Advanced Photon Source, SER-
CAT beamline. The data were integrated, scaled, and merged using
the HKL2000 package.32 The structures were solved by molecular
replacement with AMoRe33 using the starting model 1FS65 from
the Protein Data Bank34 for PRV82A and PR for the other structures.
Refinement was carried out using SHELX-9735 and manual
adjustment used the molecular graphics program O.36 Structural
figures were made using Bobscript,37 Ras3D, and PyMol.38
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